Leonardo Academy joins the WCDC

Leonardo Academy is a member of the Wisconsin Clean Diesel Coalition (WCDC). The WCDC is a collaborative of diesel fleets, engine manufacturers, government agencies, and other non-profit and private stakeholders, that have joined efforts to voluntarily explore, develop and implement mobile diesel emission reduction strategies in Wisconsin. WCDC focuses on educational outreach and development of funding mechanisms to accelerate emission reductions from diesel fleets.

The Wisconsin Clean Diesel Coalition will support the Midwest Clean Diesel Initiative’s goal of impacting 1 million diesel engines by 2010. There are approximately 500,000 engines in Wisconsin that constitute the existing or “legacy fleet” of diesel engines, and the WCDC has set a goal to reduce emissions from at least 50,000 diesel-powered engines by 2010. Target Fleets include:

- Publicly owned on-road and non-road vehicles
- Trucks and truck stops/distribution centers
- Construction equipment
- Agricultural equipment
- School buses, publicly and private owned
- Transit buses
- Garbage trucks, publicly and privately owned
- Coach buses
- Local delivery vehicles
- Rail, passenger and freight
- Port Equipment

Strategies pursued under this initiative will address outreach and funding for reducing both operational and idling emissions. The following types of emission reduction options will be evaluated, encouraged and implemented where possible:

- Appropriate types of exhaust retrofits for various fleet types
- Engine upgrades and repowers
- Idling reduction devices, specifically for high idle vehicles (trucks, buses, rail)
- Truck stop electrification at popular rest stops and large distribution centers
- Use of cleaner fuels
- Idling reduction incentives, fleet driver training, and restrictions where appropriate (state,
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- Incorporating clean diesel language in contracts (DOT and municipalities with construction contractors, school districts with bus companies, shippers with carriers, etc.)

Many scientific studies have linked diesel pollution, which also contributes to greenhouse gases such as particulate matter, ozone and air toxics to a number of adverse respiratory and cardiac health effects. Reducing emissions from diesel engines is one of the most important air quality and public health challenges facing the United States. Leonardo Academy is dedicated to developing sustainability strategies for companies and organizations that engage progress in environmental and social equity achievements in driving economic success. Leonardo Academy believes that its extensive experience in helping organizations understand, quantify, manage and report their overall sustainability will help enhance the goals of the WCDC locally, as well as on a regional and national basis.